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NEXT MEETING: November 21 , 2014

at 7:30pm. Note: This is our
election meeting it is VERY important to have a significant number of members
present to vote. So please attend Novembers meeting and cast your vote . No-

November 2014

vembers speaker is Roxann Blazetich-Ozols and she labels herself as a
beadwork engineer and instructor
Unfortunately our guest speaker for October, Dan Monaghan, was unable to make
the meeting. But fortunately members Bob Parry and Kathy LaHay spoke about a
couple of recent trips that they undertook.
Bob regaled us about his very recent trip to Flint Ridge Ohio . As an Indian Chief’s
gold mine, a knapper’s ultimate dream or a rockhound’s paradise, Flint Ridge Ohio
has much to offer in terms of high quality flint. After a nine hour drive, I arrived at
the farm that I have frequented in previous visits. It is situated on Flint Ridge about
10 miles east of Zanesville off hwy 40. I visited the many pits situated in the woodlot across from the farm house right away; however, it was raining and so I packed it
in and returned to Zanesville to book a room. When you are visiting the area there
are several places for collecting plus an interpretive centre available for more information.
The next morning I left bright and early to visit the dig site. Even though this location has been worked on and off for the last 25 years there is still much material to
be found. Among the trees are pits dug by a back hoe, some these pits are loose
rubble and some have a shelf of flint exposed. The exposed flint requires sledge
hammers, chisels and pinch bars in order to break up the flint. Lots of hard work!

Eruption at Eldfell on the Island
of Heimaey Iceland.

Inside this issue:
Flint Knapping

There is hope for those who don’t want to do that much work. Through all of the
rubble, there is a large amount of flint to be had, discarded by the flint knappers who
are looking for the solid light tan to white flint. Lucky for us they leave behind the
colourful flint which is great for lapidary work. This flint comes in 3 basic designs a
brecciated flint that is cemented together with agate and quartz, a very fine banded
flint in red, yellow, white and black alternating colours and a broad banded flint in
red, yellow and black. The grey and black flints are mostly useless for knapping and
lapidary.
By the end of the day I had collected a significant quantity of flint and so it was back
to the hotel for another night’s stay to get ready for the nine hour drive home. From
our home this is likely one of the best collecting areas for lapidary that can reached
within a day’s drive.
Happy Rock-hounding, - Robert Parry
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Yellow Topaz and Citrine
Mines from Brazil, America, and
Pakistan.
Example of Roxann BlazetichOzols
Awesome jewellery.

Kathy spoke on a recent trip that she and Faye took to Iceland. Kathy said that the main reason for going was to
play hockey, she was the goalie, for a womens team in a tournament, She spoke about the 1973 eruption on the
Icelandic island of Heimaey which threatened to destroy the village of Eldfell. The eruption caused a major
crisis for the island and nearly led to its permanent evacuation. Volcanic ash fell over most of the island, destroying around 400 homes, and a lava flow threatened to close off the harbour, the island's main income source
via its fishing fleet. An operation was mounted to cool the advancing lava flow by pumping sea water onto it,
which was successful in preventing the loss of the harbour. After the eruption, the islanders used heat from the
cooling lava flows to provide hot water and to generate electricity. They also used some of the extensive tephra,
fall-out of airborne volcanic material, to extend the runway at the island's small airport, and as landfill, on which
200 new houses were built. Kathy also fulfilled her lifetime dream of standing on rock younger then herself.
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porary Studies
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Organizing a mineral collection. 7
Continued.

2014 Executive
Congratulations the monthly draw winners: Terry Frizzell, Megan Page, Linda Taylor and David Learmouth. And
thanks once again to Don Oliver for his awesome display and thanks to Linda Taylor for her soapstone carvings.
And many thanks to Allan Heitapakka for his mine information and for the awesome silver specimens.

Cartoons and membership
signup form.
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Our website: www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca

CCFMS website: www.ccfms.ca/
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General Meeting: November 21, 2014 7:30 pm At S.C. Johnson Centre

THE TELEPHONE CITY CRYSTAL

Guest Speaker: . Novembers speaker is Roxann Blazetich-Ozols and she labels
herself as a beadwork engineer and instructor.
It is also the meeting for electing 2015 executive so please come out and cast your
vote. As stated on front page a 2/3 majority of eligible voting members present is
required.
Location: S. C. Johnson Centre– 16 Morrell Street , Brantford ON N3T 4J2
1/ Hwy 403 to Hwy 24 exit South”
2/ Continue south to St Paul Avenue, past Brantford General Hospital to
Brant Ave. Intersection.
3/ Continue through lights to Grand River Ave., Turn right.
4/ Continue on to Morrell Street go through stop sign turn right to enter parking lot.
Alternate Route
1/ Hwy 403 to Paris Road Exit, turn left onto Brant Ave.
2/ Continue south on Paris Road to St Paul intersection.
3/ Turn right onto St Paul Ave
4/ Continue on St Paul Ave to Grand River Ave., Turn right.
5/ Continue on to Morrell Street go through stop sign turn right to enter parking lot.

Our workshop is open on Wednesday's from 1:00 to 4:00 and from 7 to 9 in the evening, Please call Brad to confirm shop will
be open. If no one shows up by 7:30 Brad will leave the shop. Brads day time work number is 519–752-3717
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COMING EVENTS 2014
Nov. 13-24
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Robert Hall Originals - Annual Fall Open House 12 Days of Christmas
Canadian made pewter gifts and jewellery. Experience Christmas shopping in a relaxed country setting. New
daily specials. Help us celebrate 40 years in business. Help us fill our “Chew Chew Train” With a new toy or
food bank donation receive a ballotfor a chance to win one of many local holiday gift prizes.
10am to 5 pm each day. Location: 138 Sugar Maple St. St. George, Ontario
Contact: inquiry@roberthalloriginals.com or Ph. 519-448-1236 - 1-800-360-2813
Website: http://www.roberthalloriginals.com

Nov. 15-16

London Gem and Mineral Show— 316 Rectory St., London ON, N5W 3V9
Saturday 9am-6pm, Sunday 10am-5pm , Adults $6.00 Children $3.00
Precious and Semi Precious Cut Gem Stones Minerals ,Fossils Beading Jewellery Carving
Displays Craft Supplies for Hobbyists, Demonstrations and Educational Sessions.
The first 500 people through the door will receive a free mineral sample!
To get more information or get in touch with us,please call 519-400-6133 or email: gneissguy@bell.net

December 5 Kitchener-Waterloo Gem and Mineral Annual Live Auction
Friday, , 2014, at the Waterloo Community Arts Centre, 25 Regina St. South, Waterloo. Viewing starts at
6:30 bidding at 7 PM. It is open to the public., Live auction will contain at least 40 rocks or rock-related items
of good quality. Parallel silent auction will probably have at least that many.

December 12 Brantford Lapidary and Mineral Society’s Annual Potluck dinner.
2014 6:30 pm At S.C. Johnson Centre, Brantford, Ontario
For more event listings please go to the CCFMS website at http://www.ccfms.ca/Events/events2014.html”

Club News
Treasurer: As we meet next month for our annual general meeting and election of officers, my first as club treasurer, I would ask that everyone come
prepared to pay their annual dues. These dues will cover your membership with the club from Jan. 01 to Dec. 31st/ A single membership is $15.00 a
family membership is $18.00, cash or cheque is acceptable. Thank-you for your help in completing this task before years end. Per: Betty Parry
Field Trips: Our Field Trip Chairman, Kathy LaHay, is planning our field trips right now. So if any member has an idea for a field trip i n 2014/2015
please let the Kathy know. A trip to the R.O.M is in the works, Kathy will let the membership know once there’s more info.
Program: Novembers speaker is Roxann Blazetich-Ozols and she labels herself as a beadwork engineer and instructor. Roxann has worked with beads
for over 15 years creating finished jewellery, then kits using the name of BEADADDICT from which she teaches at bead retreats , societies, shows and
stores across Canada. Her program—The Vikings did it centuries ago so why not us....using the lucet to make braids can be applied to jewellery too!
Explore how to make a classic square braid using a simple wooden dual lucet. There will be a limited number of these tools for members to use during
this demonstration. Be prepared for a walk on the fibre side...
-We will also be holding our annual election for the 2015 executive
-Also we will hopefully for January have a flint knapper come and show us the art of knapping (not sleeping). And don’t forget December is our
“Potluck” dinner meeting,
Workshop: Our workshop is open Wednesdays from 1:00 to 4:00 pm and 7:00 to 9:00 pm New grinding wheels have now been installed so we encourage members to come out and give them a try when making their cabochons. If you are going to arrive later then 7:30 then plea se call Brads day time work
number—519–752-3717 to let him know. Also if any member has any ideas on how we can utilize the workshop more ie: jewellery mak ing information
night for members to just drop in and work on their jewellery projects, trade jewellery making secrets etc. Any ideas can be presented to any of the executive at any time.
2015 Show: Our Show Chair, Kim LeBlanc, is continuing setting up the 2015 show. So far most of last years vendors have signed on for 20 15.
CCFMS: Check Website for updates— http://www.ccfms.ca Babs is attending the annual CCFMS general meeting in Kingston on October 18th an d will
be giving us a update at Novembers meeting.
Library: Roger Campbell would like to remind members to please bring back any books that have been taken out as there are members waiting to read
certain volumes that are presently out..
At the meeting a motion was made to give long time member Russ McCrory a life time membership. A vote was called and passed with no problem. The
membership would like to thank Russ for his many contributions and his generous giving of his time and energy to the club .
Also any member who have items to put in the monthly silent auction please bring them to the next meeting. The silent auction will run from the beginning to the end of each meeting.
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Novembers birthstone: Yellow Topaz/Citrine
Topaz Mines- by Ardamun
Topaz has been used for centuries in jewelry. Pure topaz is colorless, but the presence of various impurities impart it with various colors, such as
yellow, brown, orange, beige, red and green. The color of topaz is relative to the proportion of water or fluorine in it. More the water content in the
crystals, more yellow to brown the color; and more the fluorine content, more bluish or colorless the mineral. The most popular is its fiery orange
yellow color.
The origin of the name topaz is supposed to be the Sanskrit word for fire - tapas - possibly because of its fiery orange yellow color. According to
another theory, it got it name from the Red Sea's Island of Topazos, where the Romans found a stone, which they called 'Topaz', but which later was
found to be Peridot.
Exposure to heat or sunlight is known to cause it to change its color. Sunlight is known to bleach brown topaz, and yellow topaz turns to pink or
purplish red on exposure to heat. Blue topaz is artificially created after being irradiated. Though it is assumed that all blue topaz is treated topaz, blue
topaz has been found to occur naturally in Texas, and in the Ural Mountains in Russia. A brilliantly cut colorless topaz is often mistaken for a diamond. Topaz is known to occur in Minas Gerais, Brazil; Pakistan; San Diego, California; the Ural Mountains, Russia; Mexico; and the Thomas
Range, Utah.
Topaz Mines in Minas Gerais, Brazil
The state of Minas Gerais in Brazil is famous as it produces 80% of Brazil's gems and minerals. The most important of all is topaz, which is mined
around Ouro Prêto in Minas Gerais. Most of the precious topaz and all of the pink topaz mined in Brazil is mined from an area less than 100 square
miles around Ouro Prêto. The Antonio Pereira Mine is where the Imperial Topaz is mined. The Imperial Topaz is the red and pink topaz - so called
because they were used in the jewelry of the 18th and 19th Century Russian Czarinas.
The imperial topaz mines are largely open air mines, and are said to be the last imperial topaz mines in the world, after the closure of the last Russian
mines. The production of topaz at Minas Gerais is very less, but their prices have gone up tremendously since the closure of the Russian mines.
Topaz Mines in Pakistan
Pakistan is rich in a variety of minerals, and in the case of topaz, produces various colors, such as violet and pink, golden and champagne. In addition
to other minerals, topaz in Pakistan is mined in the:
* Gilgit district - Gilgi , Hunza, and Shigar
* Baltistan Skardu Road, Baltistan district - Shengus, Stak Nala, and Tormiq Nala
* Shigar area near Skardu in Baltistan district - Childee, Kashmal, and Yuno
* Katlang in Mardan district, among others.
Pakistan does not produce the natural orange topaz, and the topaz coming out of the Gilgit area - which is generally golden and white - is treated to
impart this
The Ural Mountains - from Karski Sea to the Pre-Caspian steppes - stretch out for more than two thousand kilometers! Since the 5th century AD,
from the times of Herodotus, the Urals have been known to be a rich source of crystals and are found in Pantaw, in the Mogok valley of Mandalay, in
Myanmar. Mogok has been blessed with a number of minerals, especially the world famous Rubies of Myanmar - formerly known as Burma. Topaz
from the mines in Mogok has excellent crystal clarity, and high class gem quality.
Fine specimens of topaz that can be cut into fine gemstones are found in the Sakangyi and Barnardmyo areas of Mogok. Large colorless topaz, natural blue, sherry, and pink specimens are mined in this region. The natural colored blue and brown topaz fade under sunlight.
Topaz Mines in America
Thomas Range, Utah - a paradise for mineralogists - is famous for its topaz, among other minerals. The Thomas Range topaz is popular for its sherry
colored crystals. Crudely shaped white topaz is mined in Amelia, Virginia; clear topaz at Devils Head and Pikes Peak, Colorado; large and deeply
etched blue crystals at Topsham, Maine; small topaz crystals - in small miarolitic cavities in granite - at Baldface Mountain, New Hampshire; and
pale blue topaz crystals in Mason County, Texas

Mason Co, Tx Topaz
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Colorado Topaz

Thomas rangeTopaz

Gilgi , Hunza, and Shigar,
Pakistan topaz
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Knapping (from Wikipedia)
Knapping is the shaping of flint, chert, obsidian or other conchoidal fracturing stone
through the process of lithic reduction to manufacture stone tools, strikers for flintlock firearms, or to produce flat-faced stones for building or facing walls, and flushwork decoration.
The original Germanic term "knopp" meant strike, shape, or work, so it could theoretically
have referred equally well to making a statue or dice. Modern usage is more specific, referring almost exclusively to the hand-tool pressure flaking process pictured to the right.

Method
Flintknapping or knapping is done in a variety of ways depending on the purpose of the
final product. For stone tools and flintlock strikers, chert is worked using a fabricator such
as a hammerstone to remove lithic flakes from a nucleus or core of tool stone. Stone tools
can then be further refined using wood, bone, and antler tools to perform pressure flaking.

Tools of the trade.

For building work a hammer or pick is used to split chert nodules supported on the lap.
Often the chert nodule will be split in half to create two cherts with a flat circular face for
use in walls constructed of lime. More sophisticated knapping is employed to produce almost perfect cubes which are used as bricks.

Tools
There are many different methods of shaping stone into useful tools. Early knappers could
have used simple hammers made of wood or antler to shape stone tools. The factors that
contributes to the knapping results are varied, but the EPA (exterior platform angle) indeed
influences many attributes, such as length, thickness and termination of flakes.[1]
Hard hammer techniques are used to remove large flakes of stone. Early knappers and hobbyists replicating their methods often use cobbles of very hard stone, such as quartzite. This
technique can be used by flintknappers to remove broad flakes that can be made into smaller tools. This method of manufacture is believed to have been used to make some of the
earliest stone tools ever found, some of which date from over 2 million years ago.

Knapping away stone flakes

Soft hammer techniques are more precise than hard hammer methods of shaping stone. Soft
hammer techniques allow a knapper to shape a stone into many different kinds of cutting,
scraping, and projectile tools. These "soft hammer" techniques also produce longer, thinner
flakes, potentially allowing for material conservation or a lighter lithic tool kit to be carried
by mobile societies.[2]
Pressure flaking involves removing narrow flakes along the edge of a stone tool. This technique is often used to do detailed thinning and shaping of a stone tool. Pressure flaking
involves putting a large amount of force across a region on the edge of the tool and
(hopefully) causing a narrow flake to come off of the stone. Modern hobbyists often use
pressure flaking tools with a copper or brass tip, but early knappers could have used antler
tines or a pointed wooden punch; traditionalist knappers still use antler tines and coppertipped tools. The major advantage of using soft metals rather than wood or bone is that the
metal punches wear down less and are less likely to break under pressure.

And the finished product

Uses
In cultures that have not adopted metalworking technologies, the production of stone tools
by knappers is common, but in modern cultures the making of such tools is the domain of
experimental archaeologists and hobbyists. Archaeologists usually undertake the task so
that they can better understand how prehistoric stone tools were made.
Knapping is often learned by outdoorsmen for survival tactics.
Knapping for the supply of strikers for flintlock firearms was a major industry in flint bearing locations, such as Brandon in Suffolk, England, where knappers made strikers for export to the Congo as late as 1947.
Knapping for building purposes is still a skill that is practised in the flint-bearing regions of
southern England, such as Sussex, Suffolk and Norfolk, and in northern France, especially
Brittany and Normandy, where there is a resurgence of the craft due to government funding.
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Materials such as glass, obsidian,agate, flint and chert can all be
used in the art of knapping.
Continued on page 6

Contemporary Studies
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Modern American interest in knapping can be traced back [3] to the study of a California Native American called Ishi who lived in the early twentieth century. Ishi taught scholars and academics traditional methods of making stone tools and how to use them for survival in the wild. Early European explorers to the New world were also exposed to flint knapping techniques. Additionally, several pioneering nineteenth-century European
experimental knappers are also known and in the late 1960s and early 1970s experimental archaeologist Don Crabtree published texts such as
"Experiments in Flintworking". François Bordes was an early writer on Old World knapping; he experimented with ways to replicate stone tools
found across Western Europe. These authors helped to ignite a small craze in knapping among archaeologists and prehistorians. English archaeologist Phil Harding is another contemporary expert, whose exposure on the television series Time Team has lead to him being a familiar figure in the
UK and beyond. Many groups, with members from all walks of life, can now be found across the United States and Europe. These organizations
continue to demonstrate and teach various ways of shaping stone tools.

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A ROCK AND WHAT IS A MINERAL
A mineral, by definition, is any naturally occurring, inorganic substance, often additionally characterized by an exact cryst al structure. Its chemical
structure can be exact, or can vary within limits. Native elements that occur naturally are also considered minerals. All minerals belong to a chemical group, which represents their affiliation with certain elements or compounds. The classified chemical groups are known as: Elements, Sulfides,
Oxides, Halides, Carbonates, Nitrates, Borates, Sulfates, Chromates, Phosphates, Arsenates, Vanadates, Tungstates, Molybdates, and Silicates.
Some of these chemical groups have sub-categories, which may be categorized in some mineral references as separate groups. All minerals belong
to one of the six crystal groups, classified according to the way the atoms of the mineral are arranged. Minerals also have distinctive properties,
such as color, hardness, crystal habit, specific gravity, luster, fracture, and tenacity. Many of these properties can vary among a single mineral,
within limits. Many minerals exhibit certain properties that others do not, such as fluorescence and radioactivity.
Minerals are an economic commodity; they are mined because of the need for a valuable element they contain or an intrinsic pr operty they may
have. Other minerals are mined for their beauty and rareness, thus giving many specimens an accepted worldwide value. There are well over 3,000
scientifically classified different types of minerals, and new ones are always being discovered. The vast majority are not known to professional
mineral collectors, because they are rare, have no economic purpose, and for the most part do not make good specimens. There is a class of substances known as "mineraloids". While not truly falling into the category of minerals, they are still usually classified as minerals. Two well-known
examples are Mercury, which lacks a crystal structure due to its liquid state, and Opal, which also lacks a crystal structure as well as a definitive
chemical formula. Despite the fact that these mineraloids lack certain essential characteristics of minerals, they are nevertheless classified as minerals in most reference guides including the acclaimed Dana's System of Minerology. Another unique category of minerals is the organic minerals.
While this term is technically an oxymoron, since the definition of a mineral requires it to be inorganic, there are several naturally occuring rare
organic substances with a definitive chemical formula. The best known example of this is Whewellite. Most reference guides and scientific sources
make an exception to these substances and still classify them as minerals.

ORGANIZING A MINERAL COLLECTION
There are well over 3,000 minerals, and many have variances in color and crystal habits. Many are extremely rare and impossible to come across. It is thus impossible for any collector to reach the goal of having every mineral type. No collection in the
world is even close to complete. A collection method known as specialized collecting is used by many collectors. Instead of
collecting any and every mineral specimen, specialized collectors collect only certain types of minerals, based on several classification groups or characteristics. Some examples include: Minerals from specific localities or regions Minerals belonging to a
specific class or group (for example zeolites) Minerals belonging to a crystal group (for example isometric) Minerals with certain properties (for example fluorescent minerals) Variances of a single mineral type (for example different forms of Calcite)
Some collectors have thumbnail and micromount collections. Thumbnails are mineral specimens about 1 inch (2.5 cm.) in size,
and micromounts are even smaller. Both are stored in clear plastic covered boxes, and micromounts are often mounted on thin
stands. There are several advantages to thumbnail and micromount collecting. Smaller crystals are often better crystallized
than their larger counterparts, thus tiny crystals can have near-perfect crystallization that is beautifully displayed when viewed
through magnification. Micromounts and thumbnails also take up less space and are more affordable compared to larger specimens.
Mineral Display and Storage Storing minerals is dependant upon personal preference and financial considerations. The most
ideal way to display minerals is in a well-lit glass breakfront or viewing cabinet where the beauty of the minerals can be displayed. Because of the high cost of breakfronts, many collectors keep their specimens in less expensive organized drawers. A
beginner may store his minerals in boxes or egg cartons, but should eventually achieve better storage methods. Old breakfronts also make good use as mineral storage. Mineral dealers usually store minerals in cardboard boxes called flats, which
are stackable and can be labeled. The flats usually contain small square or rectangle cardboard boxes for each mineral. It is
always best to store minerals in some sort of categorical sorting to keep track of similar minerals.
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Labeling Professional mineral collectors value the locality of a mineral almost as much as the mineral species type. When a mineral is found, an
index card or paper label describing the mineral and its locality should be filled out. In addition, if purchasing a mineral without a locality label,
make sure to ask for locality information. The value of a mineral can be greatly reduced if its locality information is unknown. It is advisable to
retain the locality details by placing a label with the mineral's name (and any other details) together with the mineral. If minerals are displayed,
they should be labeled either by a number with information corresponding to that number. There is also a company that designs custom plastic
display holders for high-end specimens with the labels and locality engraved in the plastic.
There are well over 3,000 minerals, and many have variances in color and crystal habits. Many are extremely rare and impossible to come across.
It is thus impossible for any collector to reach the goal of having every mineral type. No collection in the world is even cl ose to complete.
A collection method known as specialized collecting is used by many collectors. Instead of collecting any and every mineral specimen, specialized collectors collect only certain types of minerals, based on several classification groups or characteristics. Some examples include: Minerals
from specific localities or regions Minerals belonging to a specific class or group (for example zeolites) Minerals belonging to a crystal group (for
example isometric) Minerals with certain properties (for example fluorescent minerals) Variances of a single mineral type (for example different
forms of Calcite), Some collectors have thumbnail and micromount collections. Thumbnails are mineral specimens about 1 inch (2.5 cm.) in size,
and micromounts are even smaller. Both are stored in clear plastic covered boxes, and micromounts are often mounted on thin stands. There are
several advantages to thumbnail and micromount collecting. Smaller crystals are often better crystallized than their larger counterparts, thus tiny
crystals can have near-perfect crystallization that is beautifully displayed when viewed through magnification. Micromounts and thumbnails also
take up less space and are more affordable compared to larger specimens. Mineral Display and Storage Storing minerals is dependant upon personal preference and financial considerations. The most ideal way to display minerals is in a well-lit glass breakfront or viewing cabinet where the
beauty of the minerals can be displayed. Because of the high cost of breakfronts, many collectors keep their specimens in less expensive organized drawers. A beginner may store his minerals in boxes or egg cartons, but should eventually achieve better storage methods. Old breakfronts
also make good use as mineral storage. Mineral dealers usually store minerals in cardboard boxes called flats, which are stackable and can be
labeled. The flats usually contain small square or rectangle cardboard boxes for each mineral. It is always best to store minerals in some sort of
categorical sorting to keep track of similar minerals.
Labeling Professional mineral collectors value the locality of a mineral almost as much as the mineral species type. When a mineral is found, an
index card or paper label describing the mineral and its locality should be filled out. In addition, if purchasing a mineral without a locality label,
make sure to ask for locality information. The value of a mineral can be greatly reduced if its locality information is unknown. It is advisable to
retain the locality details by placing a label with the mineral's name (and any other details) together with the mineral.
If minerals are displayed, they should be labeled either by a number with information corresponding to that number. There is also a company that
designs custom plastic display holders for high-end specimens with the labels and locality engraved in the plastic. Proper Care Some minerals
have weaknesses in their physical structure, and must be kept in special conditions. This includes fragile, color fading, transforming, and disintegrating minerals. All minerals can break when put under stress. Therefore, ALL minerals should be handled as little as possible. If minerals are in
a display breakfront or case, they should not be crammed together. There should be ample space between the specimens. If the minerals are in
drawers, they should be place in small cardboard boxes separating each mineral. Many purchased minerals are sold in such boxes. Extra care must
be exercised when handling and storing delicate minerals; a badly broken specimen loses its beauty and can become worthless. These fragile minerals can be kept on foam padding or cotton for protection (though acicular, fibrous, and long, slender crystals should be kept away from cotton,
as the crystals can get caught in the cotton and break). When cleaning minerals one should also use extreme caution as many good specimens
have been damaged through rough cleaning..
Several minerals lose their original color when exposed to light for extended periods. For example, Kunzite, as well as certain forms of Amethyst,
and Topaz fade upon prolonged exposure to light. Any mineral that is known to fade should be stored in a dark area or covered box. A few minerals, namely Proustite and Pyrargyrite, darken upon exposure to light. They darken at a much faster pace than fading minerals fade, and therefore
superior care must be taken to keep these specimens away from light. The mineral Realgar must also be kept out of light, for it will first transform
into Pararealgar and eventually decompose into a powder if exposed for repeated prolonged periods of time. Halite, Chalcanthite, and several
other minerals are soluble in water. These minerals should not be washed with water nor stored in humid conditions. To insure that they remain
dry, it is recommended to store them with silica gel, or rice, which absorb moisture. Silica gel and rice eventually become saturated and should be
replaced, depending on the humidity. A small number of minerals, such as Borax and Kernite, are efflorescent, meaning they lose water in their
structure if stored in a dry area. Such minerals should be kept in a moist place.

Examples of mineral storage methods
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Your (2014) EXECUTIVE: All positions are open for the November election meeting. So please come
out and vote or even stand for a position if you are so inclined.
PRESIDENT: JOHN MOONS

519-752-9756

Campbell.moons@silomail.com

VICE PRESIDENT: Still looking for a volunteer for this position. Please consider volunteering for this important position
TREASURER: BETTY PARRY

519-448-1236

betty@roberthalloriginals.com

SECRETARY: DARREN GAGE

519-758-8426

darren_gage@hotmail.com

SHOW CHAIR 2014-15: KIM LEBLANC

519-442-7372

marcell@execulink.com

NEWSLETTER EDITOR: MARCEL LEBLANC

519-442-7372

marcell@execulink.com

SOCIAL: CARRIE GAGE

519-758-8426

darren_gage@hotmail.com

PROGRAM: John Moons—Temporary Only

519-752-9756

CAMPBELL.MOONS@SILOMAIL.COM

FIELD TRIPS: K. LAHAY

519-725-4678

fayemeadows@rogers.com

CCFMS REP.:

519-751-3247

basia10p@hotmail.com

519-442-6542

roger.camp@sympatico.ca

Babs KISIEL-PENNELL

LIBRARIAN: ROGER CAMPBELL

LAPIDARY WORKSHOP CHAIR PERSON : BRAD McCLELLAND

Home No. 519-751-3141 Work No 519-752-3717

BUILDING AND WORKSHOP ADMINISTRATOR: Bob Kergan Ph. 905-517-1832

kergr@yahoo.ca

November is election
night for your executive

So come out and vote or even stand for one of the positions. Note: all positions are open so please consider
standing for a position and participate in club decisions that affect you and the rest of the members.

Interested in Fossils, Gems or Minerals?

Then join the Brantford Lapidary and Mineral Society
Name____________________________

Phone___________________

Address______________________________________ Postal Code________
E Mail________________________________________
Your interests (Circle): Lapidary, Minerals, Faceting, Fossils, Jewellery, Micro mount
Send with $15 single ($18/family) to: Treasurer, Brantford Lapidary & Mineral SocieMailing address: 1 Sherwood Drive, Brantford, Ont. N3T 1N3
8

Website: www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca

